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Poll:

Have you ever used a participatory evaluation 

approach? 

 No

 Yes, it was great

 Yes, it had a few challenges

 Yes, it was a disaster

 I am not familiar with this approach



Pacific AIDS Network: Overview

Who are we?

Provincial network of 40+ member 
organizations who work across BC 
to respond to HIV, hepatitis C and 
related conditions



Community-Based Research and 

Evaluation Department

 Some similarities 

between community-

based research (CBR) 

and evaluation

 Mutual learning and 

adaptation between 

approaches within our 

department



Greater Involvement of People Living with 

HIV/AIDS (GIPA)  & Meaningful Engagement of 

People Living with HIV/AIDS (MEPA)

Principle that all HIV programs 
and services strive towards

UNAIDS Policy Brief

http://data.unaids.org/pub/briefingnote/2007/jc1299_policy_brief_gipa.pdf


E

Evaluation Collaboration Spectrum

Collaborative Participatory EmpowermentInformative Consultative

Control and Responsibility for Evaluation

Evaluators (E)

Community Members, Staff, Participants

Democratizing Knowledge Generation --

all partners have an equal voice

Adpated From:

http://www.burlingtongazette.ca/burlington-community-engagement-charter-version-two/

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/316071/Resources/Workshop%20Presentations/CI_regina_workshop_participa

nt_package_final.pdf

http://www.burlingtongazette.ca/burlington-community-engagement-charter-version-two/
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/316071/Resources/Workshop Presentations/CI_regina_workshop_participant_package_final.pdf


Chris Lysy from http://freshspectrum.com illustrates the differences...

http://freshspectrum.com/more-eval/


What is Participatory Evaluation? 

“Participatory evaluation … isn't simply a matter of asking 

stakeholders to take part... Rather than powerless people who 

are acted on, beneficiaries become the co-pilots of a project, 

making sure that their real needs and those of the community 

are recognized and addressed. Professional evaluators, project 

staff, project beneficiaries or participants, and other community 

members all become colleagues in an effort to improve the 

community's quality of life.” [emphasis added]

(Community Toolbox: Participatory Evaluation)



PAN’s Definition and Implementation of 

Participatory Evaluation

 Engaged, change-oriented and inclusive

 Built in supports and a focus on capacity 

bridging

 Built on mutual respect and trust

 Long-term and sustainable relationships

 Flexible

 Builds on community strengths

 Methodological rigor and sound ethical 

practices



Some benefits of using this approach includes: 

 Community- and team-building

 Shared ownership of process and results

 Social Inclusion

 Enhanced utilization of evaluation findings

 Democratize evaluation



Sharing Learnings:
Participatory Impact 

Evaluation of 
Leadership Training 

Program at PAN



Positive Leadership Development 

Institute (PLDI)

PLDI is a leadership training program 
for people living with HIV (PLHIV)

GIPA/MEPA (Greater involvement of 
People Living with HIV / Meaningful 
Engagement of PLHIV) are at the centre 
of PLDI, PAN and the greater HIV sector



PLDI Participatory Impact Evaluation

Peer-led

participatory

evaluation!

Funder-mandated evaluation

of

A capacity-building program for people 

with lived experience

in

An organization that values and embodies 

highly participatory approach



We have accomplished this by:

 Evaluation Steering Committee

 Hiring, training and working with 

Peer Evaluators

 Ensuring Peer Evaluators take on 

leadership roles

 Fairly compensating Peer Evaluators

 Building in ongoing support system 

for Peer Evaluators from the PAN staff





Peer Evaluator Accomplishments…



What do evaluation nerds do?

Evaluate the evaluation!

Using a meta-evaluation to:

Reflect on engaging in a 

Participatory Evaluation 

approach…



Findings from Meta-Evaluation:

BENEFITS 
(of engaging in

participatory evaluation)

COSTS>
• Value of lived experience

• Improved recruitment

• Critical thinking

• Building relationship & trust

• Capacity and skills building for all

• Empowerment

• Shared ownership

• Added time and resources

• Human resources

• Training Peer Evaluators

• Compensation for Peer Evaluators and 

Steering Committee members

• Working with a geographically-spread out 

team



Survey respondents’ level of agreement with statements 

assessing the benefits of adopting a participatory evaluation 

involving Peer Evaluators (n = 11 to 12)

https://pacificaidsnetwork.

org/files/2018/01/Final-

PLDI-Meta-Evaluation-

Report-Midpoint-and-

Project-End-FINAL.pdf

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2018/01/Final-PLDI-Meta-Evaluation-Report-Midpoint-and-Project-End-FINAL.pdf


E

MOVEMENT within the 

Evaluation Collaboration Spectrum

Collaborative Participatory EmpowermentInformative Consultative

Control and Responsibility for Evaluation

Evaluators (E)

Community Members, Staff, Participants

Democratizing Knowledge Generation --

all partners have an equal voice

Adpated From:

http://www.burlingtongazette.ca/burlington-community-engagement-charter-version-two/

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/316071/Resources/Workshop%20Presentations/CI_regina_workshop_participa

nt_package_final.pdf

While our intention was to 

do participatory evaluation there 

was movement within our approach

http://www.burlingtongazette.ca/burlington-community-engagement-charter-version-two/
https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/316071/Resources/Workshop Presentations/CI_regina_workshop_participant_package_final.pdf


Question: How did you ensure 

objectivity in the evaluation process?

 Included Peer Evaluators who were both internal and external 

to the program being evaluated

 Ongoing process of team- and self-reflection (weekly check-ins)

 PAN's evaluation staff members supporting the evaluation and 

Peer Evaluators were not directly linked to the PLDI program

 Used the Evaluation Steering Committee to help check 

assumptions and findings

 Hired an external contractor to conduct the meta-evaluation of 

this participatory impact evaluation



Poll:

If you have engaged in a participatory evaluation, what 
are some challenges you faced? Check all that apply.

 Time and commitment

 Resources

 Conflicts between approaches

 Unclear purpose of participation, or a purpose that is 
not aligned with evaluation design

 Lack of facilitation skills

 Only focusing on participation in one aspect of the 
evaluation process, e.g. data collection

 Lack of cultural and contextual understanding, and the 
implications of these for the evaluation design

https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/participatory_evaluation

https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/participatory_evaluation


Discussion Question:

When would using a participatory approach 

to evaluation be harmful or detrimental? Why?



Ethical concerns related to 

participatory work:

https://www.unicef-

irc.org/publications/pd

f/brief_5_participatory

approaches_eng.pdf

https://www.unicef-irc.org/publications/pdf/brief_5_participatoryapproaches_eng.pdf


Discussion Question:

When considering a participatory approach to 

evaluation, what needs to be in place for the 

evaluation to be successful?



What do you need in place for a successful 

participatory evaluation process:

 People most affected by the program and its evaluation should 

lead the evaluation

 Ensure stakeholder diversity

 Clearly define roles and encourage open communication

 Focus on capacity-bridging

 Adopt 'just-in-time' training

 Account for necessary resources from the start

 Fairly compensate all stakeholders who are not paid staff

 Establish trust and relationships

 Be flexible and trust in the organic participatory evaluation 

process



PAN’s Participatory Evaluation Checklist

Blog post also includes this 

resource/handout

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/

2018/11/27/pan-presents-at-

the-2018-cesbc-conference-on-

participatory-approaches-to-

evaluation/

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/2018/11/27/pan-presents-at-the-2018-cesbc-conference-on-participatory-approaches-to-evaluation/


Other Resources:

 Differences between Collaborative, Participatory, & 
Empowerment Evaluation

https://www.filepicker.io/api/file/fsfb5Y4SRxu8KUOuf3Wr

 Questions to ask and tips for using a participatory approach in 
evaluation

https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/participatory_evaluation

 Shulha, Whitmore, Cousins, Gilbert and al Hudib. "Introducing 
Evidence-Based Principles to Guide Collaborative Approaches to 
Evaluation: Results of an Empirical Process. American Journal of 
Evlauation. 2016, Vol. 37(2) 193-215.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1098214015615230

https://www.filepicker.io/api/file/fsfb5Y4SRxu8KUOuf3Wr
https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/participatory_evaluation
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1098214015615230


Questions??
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